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In a period of dramatic austerity measures for Greece under the hard fiscal

surveillance of the "European troika", Greek citizens faced another cruel issue:

unemployment. With unemployment reaching 25% (young unemployment

up to 50%) in the years of crisis, 2008-2016, Greeks migrated seeking a better

future.

Scope of this survey is to shed light on the financial footprint of this

migration for the Hellenic Republic with emphasis to the "brain drain" from

highly skilled scientists.
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Data from the Hellenic Statistical Authority (Household Budget Survey 2015 and 2016), from

Eurostat (Unemployment statistics, National accounts and GDP, Human resources in Science &

Technology, European Neighbourhood Policy - South labour market statistics, Indicators

measuring quality of life, Employment statistics), from the Ministry of Finance (State Budget

for the years 2015, 2016) and the Ministry of Education of the Hellenic Republic (Budget for

Education 2015 to 2017), from The Hellenic Confederation of Professionals, Craftsmen &

Merchants (GSEVEE) (Research regarding the income of the Greek Households and

consumption), from the European Commission (Short-term Industrial Outlook, DG Internal

Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs), from theWorld Bank (Global Economic Monitor

2017) and data from various other accessible sources were accessed and processed in order to

calculate the cost of “brain drain” and to conclude on its financial footprint for the Hellenic

Republic and the Greek tax payers.
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Without any real plan for bringing young people and scientists back to Greece

to contribute with their strength, willingness, knowledge and capabilities to the

reconstruction of a modern, competitive and strong country, Greece is self-

condemned to a gray future.

With no vision, no strategy and long-term policy in motion, the Hellenic

Republic loses immediately the invested in Education capitals, (19.52

billion Euros), earns 6.4 billion Euros less per year from taxes and is

restricted in the death spiral of increasing taxes, job destruction and

pensioners increase.


